SHOW CAUSE NOTICE

Sub: List of Defaulter Schools in r/o Opinion Format about Proposed Reduction of Syllabus.

In continuation to Circular No. DE.23 (555)/Sch.Br./2015/1498 dated 23-09-2015 it was mandatory for all the 160 defaulter schools of Directorate of Education to submit Opinion Format in r/o Proposed Reduction of Syllabus through Zonal DDEs to School Branch by 23rd September (05:00 PM).

Still following 22 Govt. Schools with School ID have not submitted the Opinion formats, which has been viewed seriously by the Competent Authority.

1001001,1001002,1001006,1001010,1001018,1104009,1104406,1105006,1105022, 1207017,1309003,1309253,1309255,1309296,1310049,1412288,1516013,1618002, 1618059,1618312,1923003,1925353.

All concerned DDEs (District) are directed to ensure submission of the Opinion Format within two days of this Show Cause Notice for Heads of Schools, with explanation of Non-Compliance.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.

(Usha Rani)
D.D.E. (School)

1. All concerned Defaulters Heads of Schools with School ID given below:
1001001,1001002,1001006,1001010,1001018,1104009,1104406,1105006,1105022, 1207017,1309003,1309253,1309255,1309296,1310049,1412288,1516013,1618002, 1618059,1618312,1923003,1925353.

Copy to:-
1. All DDEs (District/Zone) for information and necessary action.
2. OS(IT) to please paste it on the Website
3. Guard File

(Tapeshwar)
DEO (School)